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FILLING A VACUUM 

The interim has increasingly played a significant role in congregational life. While 

the session or governing board of a church provides significant leadership, it is 

usually under the coordinated guidance of the pastor. Even when there has been 

tension between the pastor and the session, there are many responsibilities that 

the pastor assumes. Once a pastor has left the congregation, there is often a 

surprise at how many little details of church life require someone to coordinate. 

Especially if there has been some difficulties within the congregation, it is not 

unusual for some organizational structure to atrophy. When the pastor leaves, a 

vacuum often develops that increases the anxiety level of the congregation. An 

effective interim can ease that anxiety and provide direction and stability to the 

life of the church. 

 

AN INTERIM’S UNIQUE GIFT 

An especially important contribution an interim can make is that s/he removes 

some of the pressure from the search committee to rapidly find a pastoral 

replacement. The interim can help the congregation reflect on their life together 

and the mission of their church, as well as the qualities they seek in a new pastor. 

However, there is another gift that an interim can offer a congregation that may 

significantly affect the quality of their ministry in the future. The interim is in a 

unique position to educate first the governing board and then the congregation as 

to their responsibility to pay attention to the health of the clergy. Because s/he is 

an interim, to speak of how to address the health of the next clergy doesn’t 

appear self-serving. The interim can share some of the data from studies on clergy 

health that demonstrate the importance of the congregation being intentional 

about addressing this issue. The interim can also help the church leadership to 

develop specific plans with respect to clergy health in advance of the actual call of 

a pastor. This removes the issues of personality and allows the congregation to 

see this as a means of strengthening their total ministry. 

 

TOO BUSY TO BE HEALTHY 

For example, it is not uncommon for busy people to neglect the very basic 

attention that one needs to give to their physical health. Our bodies are amazing 
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organisms but they are not indestructible. If we don’t get enough sleep, neglect a 

balanced diet, are too busy to get regular exercise, succumb to the temptations of 

excess sugar, salt, etc., there will come a time when our bodies will rebel against 

this poor treatment. Being a clergy person does not protect us from paying the 

price for neglecting our bodies. 

A congregation pays a price for allowing their pastors to ignore the basics of care 

for their bodies. It is far better to be clear with a new pastor that the church 

expects them to expend time attending to their physical bodies. A physically 

healthy pastor offers better ministry than one whose body has rebelled. 

 

HAVING A PRE-CLERGY CONVERSATION 

An interim, who knows the various excuses that busy pastors give for not caring 

for themselves, can assist the session or governing body in thinking through this 

issue. When it is done before a specific pastor is identified, personalities are not 

involved and the value the congregation places on clergy health is declared. 

 

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER 

From the list below, identify at least one area where your congregation is already 

supporting clergy and staff and one where they could do a better job. 

We encourage our pastor(s) and staff to: 

1. Have a dedicated time to do physical exercise. 

2. Belong to a Y or sports club where they have exercise equipment and trainers. 

3. Participate in a sport or some other communal activity that engages in physical 

activity. 

4. Get annual physical exams. 

5. Avoid skipping or rushing meals because of professional demands 

6. Not answer the phone during family dinners but use the voice mail. 

7. Be aware of healthy foods and a good diet. 

8. Monitor one’s weight. 

9. Have good sleep habits. 

10. Allow for enough time for sleep. 

11. Be aware of ways to interrupt stress when it has increased to a high level. 
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12. Recognize and make allowances for situations that trigger negative emotional 

responses. 

 

Once you have identified several areas that seem appropriate for your 

congregation, consider how you want to communicate this concern as the search 

committee narrows in on a particular candidate. 

 

Other similar lists to guide the leadership in the six areas of physical, emotional, 

family, financial, spiritual, and vocational health can be found under the category 

of "interim" on the editor's blog, www.smccutchan.com. 
 

http://www.smccutchan.com/

